
Essay Revision - Totally Ten
Directions - Complete two revision assignments below that add up to 10 points to help edit

and revise your essay.

No draft is ever perfect. Revision is an opportunityto revisit our writing and make it stronger, clearer, more
concise. The writer Ernest Hemingway “rewrote the first part of his novel A Farewell to Arms at least50

times and rewrote the ending of the novel 39 times”; “Hemingway revised so much not because he was a
bad writer but because he was a good writer.”

Points  . . .

Start by correcting the surface errors and run your draft through Grammarly or No Red
Ink to check for spelling, grammar, and mechanics

Let’s boost our vocabulary. Read through your writing and circle all the words that are

repeated often and or seem vague. Use an online Thesaurus to change up TEN or more
words to boost your vocabulary. . . words like “shows,” “proves,” “another,” “all in all,” “in

conclusion”

Move your last paragraph to the first paragraph and see how it changes your writing
starting with your ending point first. Read through the draft and decide whether your end
is really the beginning. Then, write a compelling conclusion.

Points  . . .

Color code your writing:

❏  Highlight direct textual evidence in blue
❏  Highlight your indirect examples in yellow.
❏  Highlight your analysis in orange.
❏  Highlight your thesis/claim in pink .

Look through your color-coding. Put a next to any ideas that have less sentences of
analysis than sentences in your textual evidence. Now take the time to add analysis and
elaboration where necessary.

Take your essay and  slash 10% of the words that are repetitive, wordy, clunky, and don’t
support your claims. Just delete them. Then go through and cut another 10%. Then another
10%.

At the end of this exercise, you’ll have 30% fewer words—but you should have the same
meaning. Your piece will be leaner, more concise, and more clearly effective. Keep only the

https://www.grammarly.com/
https://www.noredink.com/
https://www.noredink.com/
https://www.thesaurus.com/


sentences that directly support your arguments.

Points  . . .

Create a T-Chart on a separate paper. For every paragraph:
1. In the left column, write the main point (or points) in a few words.
2. In the right column, write what each paragraph is doing—for example,

argument/claim/thesis, context, evidence, support, transition to new topic, recap,
significance.

3. After you’ve finished, look at your outline and consider:
○ Does every paragraph relate to your paper’s main topic or thesis?
○ Does each paragraph have a topic sentence that clearly states the main point of the

paragraph as you’ve summarized it in your outline?
○ Is the evidence presented in a persuasive order (for example, strongest first?

4. Edit as needed to improve the readability and impact on your readers.


